Message from the District Manager
May 8, 2020
Dear Property Owners:
Subject: Coronavirus Update #6 – COVID-19 Protective Measures for HISID
Facilities and Restaurant Continue.
HISID continues to closely monitor Governor Directives and Arkansas Department of
Health guidance concerning the COVID-19 situation. Governor Asa Hutchinson recently
issued directives allowing restaurants to resume limited “dine-in” operations and
provided guidance on swimming pools, outdoor venues, and indoor gatherings as part
of the “Arkansas Ready for Business” initiative. These directives and the phased
approach to reopening Arkansas’ businesses comes with very strict public health
guidance and requirements dealing with personal protective equipment (PPE), social
distancing, and sanitation. It is the responsibility of every business to evaluate their own
unique situation and ensure that they are ready to reopen in a safe manner that will
protect both the public’s health and employees. This requires us having adequate
cleaning supplies, hand sanitizer, and PPE to not only open up, but to also continue
operations for several months on a sustainable and dependable basis under these
challenging conditions.
HISID has put into place several protective measures that allow us to continue
operating and providing services to the greatest extent possible. These restrictions
include contactless bill paying, to-go and home delivery of food from the restaurant,
closing indoor rental facilities, and restricting access to outdoor recreation for nonproperty owners.
We are working towards the goal of reopening our doors and getting back to normal as
soon as possible; however, we can only do this after we are absolutely confident that
we can do so in a responsible and safe manner. I feel we are not ready yet and need to
continue operating with the current restrictions in place. I will evaluate the protective

measures on a weekly basis and modify as necessary based on the Arkansas
Department of Health’s guidance and on our ability to meet the new safe operating
standards.
Please continue to wash your hands, practice social distancing, wear a mask when you
can’t social distance, and “If you think you have symptoms, don’t wait – get tested.”
I appreciate your understanding and patience,
Lawrence Blood.
District Manager
(479) 253-9700

